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Distribution of local relaxation events in an aging 3D glass: spatio-temporal
correlation and dynamical heterogeneity
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6224 Agricultural Road, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, V6T 1Z1
(Dated: August 25, 2018)
We investigate the spatio-temporal distribution of microscopic relaxation events, defined through
particle hops, in a model polymer glass using molecular dynamics simulations. We introduce an
efficient algorithm to directly identify hops during the simulation, which allows the creation of a
map of relaxation events for the whole system. Based on this map, we present density-density
correlations between hops and directly extract correlation scales. These scales define collaboratively
rearranging groups of particles and their size distributions are presented as a function of temperature
and age. Dynamical heterogeneity is spatially resolved as the aggregation of hops into clusters, and
we analyze their volume distribution and growth during aging. A direct comparison with the four-
point dynamical susceptibility χ4 reveals the formation of a single dominating cluster prior to the χ4
peak, which indicates maximally correlated dynamics. An analysis of the fractal dimension of the
hop clusters finds slightly non-compact shapes in excellent agreement with independent estimates
from four-point correlations.
PACS numbers: 64.70.P, 81.05.Kf, 61.43.Fs, 61.43.Bn
I. INTRODUCTION
The connection between large scale structural relax-
ation and microscopic dynamics is a central compo-
nent towards understanding the properties of amorphous
solids. When such glassy materials are formed through
a rapid temperature quench from the liquid phase, their
viscosity increases by many orders of magnitude over a
small temperature range around the glass transition tem-
perature Tg [1]. Below this temperature, the dynamics
have sufficiently slowed to prevent equilibration of the
glass on experimental time scales. Non-equilibrium re-
laxation processes continue to evolve the system towards
energetically favorable configurations, and material prop-
erties like density or mechanical response change with
time, i.e. are history dependent. This so called ”physical
aging” has been studied extensively in many structural
glasses. Beginning with the seminal studies of Struik 35
years ago on polymers [2], experiments consistently find
that during aging, bulk quantities such as density and
enthalpy increase logarithmically with the time elapsed
since the glass was formed, while the principal structural
relaxation time increases as a power law with age. This
α-relaxation time, which can be directly observed from
the decay of intermediate scattering functions [3] in com-
puter simulations, ties the molecular scale dynamics to
the non-equilibrium evolution and can be used as an ”in-
ternal clock” of the glass [4]. The universal features of
aging are an essential ingredient for the development of
predictive models of the mechanics of glasses [5, 6] and
are intimately tied to the glass transition itself.
Many earlier studies on either side of the glass transi-
tion focused on spatially averaged quantities, yet conclu-
sive insights into the underlying physics have proven to
be elusive. Especially the absence of diverging response
functions close to the transition has prevented the iden-
tification of a static correlation length associated with
collective processes. The discovery of dynamical hetero-
geneity (DH), both experimentally [7–9] and computa-
tionally [10–13] redirected the efforts to the study of lo-
cal quantities. The notion of DH refers to the fact that
unlike in a liquid, glasses exhibit regions of high and low
molecular mobilities. First insights were gained by com-
putational studies that monitored a subset of ”fast” par-
ticles, which revealed a heterogeneous distribution and
string-like cooperative motion [11, 14]. To study the
correlation between the dynamics at different locations
in the glass, four-point correlation functions were intro-
duced [15], which allowed the measurement of a ”dynam-
ical” susceptibility χ4 [8, 12]. A key result was the obser-
vation that χ4 is increasing in magnitude as temperature
is approaching the glass transition from above. This in-
creasing DH is now widely believed to provide a missing
access point to the processes underlying the transition
and provides direct evidence for a growing ”dynamical”
correlation length (see Refs. [16, 17] for current reviews).
The present computational study aims at observing
the correlated dynamics and DH of a glass in the aging
regime, where only a few studies exist [18]. We establish
a spatially resolved measure of DH that complements the
standard bulk averaged dynamical susceptibility χ4 and
analyze the non-equilibrium evolution (aging) from both
perspectives. To identify heterogeneities, many earlier
studies reduced the analysis to a subset of (im)mobile
particles. However, this makes drawing of conclusions
for the whole system challenging. The microscopic dy-
namics in a glass allow an alternative route to a reduced
picture. The particle motion is dominated by periods of
localized vibrational motion in the shell of surrounding
particles, that is separated by rapid changes in the tra-
jectory when a particle escapes the shell and hops to a
new position. Vollmayr-Lee et al. [19–22] were amongst
2the first to exploit this essential feature of glassy dynam-
ics to measure the effective motion in a glass. They
confirmed string-like cooperative motion and found in-
dications for an age- and temperature-independent dis-
tribution of ”persistence times,” i.e., times that parti-
cles stay inactive between hops. A closer investigation
of these persistence times by Warren and Rottler in qui-
escent polymer- and binary Lennard-Jones glasses [23]
showed directly how aging arises from a broad distribu-
tion of relaxation times and can be quantitatively de-
scribed with continuous time random walks. Subsequent
studies of mechanically deformed glasses [24, 25] revealed
a narrowing of the persistence time distribution which in
turn was linked to accelerated dynamics (mechanical re-
juvenation). These studies, however, could only deduce
statistical information, since only a randomly chosen sub-
set of particles were studied. Candelier et al. succeeded
in monitoring all hopping particles in experimental se-
tups of agitated granular media [26, 27] and a simulation
of a supercooled fluid [28] in two dimensions, and they
used this information to directly study the correlation
between hops. They found a hierarchy of aggregations
into avalanches that are directly linked to DH, and re-
lated their size and position to soft regions identified via
local Debye-Waller factors. Yet their detection method
is impractical for large numbers of particles, limiting it’s
applicability mostly to two-dimensional (2D) systems.
We present an improved algorithm that allows the
measurement of hops for all particles in large three-
dimensional (3D) glasses at finite temperature. We ap-
ply this algorithm in molecular dynamics simulations of a
standard bead-spring polymer model in the aging regime,
well below the glass transition temperature. A polymer
model is chosen since aging effects are best explored for
this type of glass, yet our results should be indicative
for other structural glasses such as colloidal or metallic
glasses as well. The employed polymer chain length is
well below the entanglement length, and the hop pro-
cess is dominated by the crowded surroundings rather
than the presence of polymer topology [29]. The detec-
tion of hops throughout the system gives us a map of
local relaxation events, and in the first part of this work
we analyze hop statistics and compare results to earlier
studies. Furthermore, we directly calculate the density-
density correlation between hops, which allows us to infer
correlation ranges, and these are used to quantitatively
analyze collaborative rearrangements of particles. In the
second part of this study, we focus on DH in the ag-
ing regime. This regime has only recently been explored
using three- and four-point correlators [18, 30], finding
indications for an increase of dynamical correlation with
age. On the basis of our hop detection, we calculate the
four-point dynamical susceptibility χ4 as the standard
measure for correlated dynamics and directly compare it
with the aggregation of hops into clusters, which is the
manifestation of DH in the hop picture. With this spatial
resolution of DH we calculate the full volume distribution
of hop clusters and give a measure of their compactness.
II. METHODS
We simulate a polymer glass using the molecular dy-
namics technique and the well-known finitely extensible
nonlinear elastic (FENE) bead-spring model [31]. It con-
sists of a 6-12 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential and a stiff
non-linear spring-like interaction between bonded parti-
cles that prevents chain crossings. This model is used
extensively in the study of glassy systems and exhibits
key features like a power-law age dependence of the re-
laxation time and logarithmic aging of structural prop-
erties [4]. All results are reported in the usual LJ units,
based on energy well depth ǫ, particle diameter σ, and
mass m, as well as the characteristic time scale τLJ =(
mσ2/ǫ
)1/2
. We simulate 1000 chains, consisting of 50
particles each, in a cubic box with periodic boundaries
and at a density that is chosen to yield a system close to
zero pressure at the end of the quench. The glasses are
generated with a constant volume quench from an equili-
brated melt at T = 1.2ǫ/kB (units of temperature omit-
ted in the following) at the constant rate of 6.7 ·10−4τ−1LJ
to the final temperatures T = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, which are be-
low the glass temperature Tg ≃ 0.35 [32]. In a final step
the pressure is ramped to zero in 37.5τLJ . After this, we
study the evolution of the quiescent glass at T = const
and fixed pressure P = 0 during 108 time steps. The
simulations are performed with LAMMPS [33], using a
Nose´-Hoover thermostat and barostat, and a time step of
∆t = 0.0075τLJ. To increase performance the potentials
are truncated at rc = 1.5σ and shifted for continuity.
To increase the accuracy of our analysis, especially those
in the second results section, we performed 11 indepen-
dent simulation runs for temperatures T = 0.25, 0.3 and
report averaged results. Error bars indicate the stan-
dard error assuming a Gaussian distribution. Results for
T = 0.2 are generated from a single run, but are other-
wise calculated identically. Age-dependent results, where
not otherwise specified, were calculated in an observation
time window much less than the age itself [tage, 1.1 · tage].
In this study we focus on the cage-escapes of the par-
ticles and we record these hops by employing an adapta-
tion of the algorithm proposed by Candelier et al. [26].
During the simulation we store the most current part
of the trajectory of length teval = 15τLJ (see below for
details) for each particle. This trajectory is separated
into two sections of equal size A (t − teval, t − teval/2]
and B (t − teval/2, t], and a hop identifier function
phop(t− teval/2) is calculated every 100 time steps
phop(t− teval
2
) =
√〈
(rA − r¯B)2
〉
A
·
〈
(rB − r¯A)2
〉
B
< pth .
(1)
This function is a measure of the averaged distance
between the mean position in section A, r¯A, and all tra-
jectory points in section B, rB, and vice versa. It is large
when the trajectory changes rapidly at around t−teval/2.
We define that a hop is detected when phop exceeds a tem-
3Figure 1. (Color online) Sample trajectory of a particle and
hop identifier function phop. (a) shows the localization into
two cages and the ’hop’ is marked by rapid changes in the
trajectory (e). Corresponding to this, phop in (d) is sharply
peaked at the transition and the maximum defines the hop
time thop. Plots (b) and (c) are overlays of phop and the tra-
jectory just before and after the hop (z comp. only for better
visibility). The colored fields (A and B) in both plots indi-
cate the evaluation window for phop [see Eq. (1)]. Initial and
final position of the particle is calculated from time averages
of the trajectory sections that are highlighted as zoom, i.e.,
(b) initial position (orange) and (c) final position (cyan).
perature dependent threshold, and in this study we use
pth = 0.21(T = 0.3), 0.18(0.25), 0.15(0.2) (for details
see below). Our adaptation to the original algorithm is
to use a running evaluation time window teval instead of
a recursive scheme on the whole trajectory and this al-
lows us to detect hops on-the-fly during the simulation
run. In Figs. 1(a) and (e) we show a sample trajectory
of a particle together with the calculated phop, Fig. 1(d).
A hop is clearly identified and the algorithm records par-
ticle id, hop time thop and position of the particle before
and after the hop rinit and rfinal. The hop time is de-
fined at the maximum of phop, and the locations are cal-
culated from averages as the threshold is crossed: before
the peak rinit = 〈r〉A [see Fig. 1(b)] and after the peak
rfinal = 〈r〉B [see Fig. 1(c)]. Using this algorithm on each
particle via a parallel implementation in LAMMPS [33],
we are able to monitor all hops in the system for the full
duration of the simulation. The following paragraphs
provide details on the detection algorithm and explain
the parameter-choices. Readers that are mainly inter-
ested in the results are encouraged to proceed to the next
section.
The algorithm for the detection of hop events is cen-
tered around a threshold criterion for the distance be-
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Figure 2. (Color online) Histograms of hop identifier phop
peak heights calculated at glass temperature T = 0.3 and
time window parameters (order of legend):(Nhist, Nobs) =
(20, 100), (40, 50), (10, 200), (10, 100), (40, 100). The data for
the three parameter sets with teval = 15τLJ are nearly iden-
tical (blue D overlay other markers). The solid line is an
exponential fit of the distribution tail and the dashed line in-
dicates the resulting parameter choice pth. The inset shows
the mean square displacement for temperatures T = 0.2(blue
©), T = 0.25(green ▽), and T = 0.3(red 3). The horizontal
lines indicate pth at the corresponding temperature.
tween two adjacent parts of the trajectory, see Eq. (1).
A cage-escape happens whenever this distance is bigger
than a cage size σc, and Candelier et al. [26, 27] ar-
gued that the mean cage size is known from the height
of the plateau in the mean square displacement of the
particles. Therefore, a threshold pth & σ
2
c was proposed
and successfully used in studies of agitated granular me-
dia [26, 27], a supercooled liquid in 2D [28] and a cycli-
cally sheared glass in 3D [34]. We follow this argumen-
tation and furthermore attempt to reduce the ambigu-
ity in the choice of pth by measuring a histogram of
peak-heights in the hop identifier phop. Assuming that
a particle has only two well defined modes of movement:
vibration around a fixed mean position (caged) and in-
stant jump by a distance > σc (hop), then the hop detec-
tion would only pick up peaks of height > σ2c . In Fig. 2
the blue(D) data (standard time window parameters, see
below) are the measured histogram. We find a distri-
bution of peak heights that is largest at small heights,
with a long exponential tail towards larger peaks. The
small peaks are due to shifts of the mean particle position
within the cages. This is expected, because each member
of the surrounding shell that form the cage is not fixed
in space, but moves within a small area (its own cage).
Therefore, the cages are not static, but change slightly
over time. The measured distribution shows a relatively
sharp transition to a slow exponential tail, which indi-
cates the existence of an additional source of larger peaks.
These peaks are caused by the escape of particles from
their cages and we therefore use the point of transition
4Figure 3. (Color online) Snapshots of a single configuration
showing (a) all particles and (b) only those particles that are
in the middle of a hop. There are only four hops at that time
step and their position is highlighted by arrows. (c) shows
all hops that are detected in a time window of 3000τLJ . The
configurations are taken from a glass at T = 0.2 and age
20000τLJ .
as our hop threshold. Based on the data in Fig. 2 we use
pth = 0.21 at T = 0.3 (dashed line), and equivalent argu-
ments provide thresholds pth = 0.18 and pth = 0.15 for
the temperatures T = 0.25 and T = 0.2. The inset shows
the mean square displacement for all three temperatures
and the horizontal lines indicate the thresholds used in
this study.
The time window is introduced into the algorithm sim-
ilar to a running average scheme: During the simulation
we store Nhist trajectory points for each particle. Ev-
ery Nobs time steps the oldest point is replaced and phop
recalculated. We choose Nobs = 100, which ensures a
reevaluation of the hop detection every mean collision
time (Nobs ·∆t = 0.75τLJ see the inset in Fig. 2), making
this our maximal temporal resolution for the hop time.
The length of the time window teval = Nhist ·Nobs ·∆t is
the main influence on the detection algorithm. It sets the
maximal resolution of two consecutive hops (teval/2) and
also acts as an upper limit for the duration of a hop. To
maximize the resolution but also ensure that meaningful
averages are possible [see Eq. (1)], we choose Nhist = 20
and therefore teval = 15τLJ . In fig. 2 we illustrate the
impact of this parameter. Note that the histogram for
our chosen parameter values (blue D) coincides with two
other parameter sets with equal teval (data are nearly
identical and therefore difficult to see), indicating that
only the window size has a direct impact on the hop de-
tection. Consequently, a smaller time window yields the
detection of more peaks with small height, and a larger
teval results in fewer small peaks, but also in a lower res-
olution.
III. RESULTS
The detection algorithm developed in this study allows
us to record a list of all cage-escapes or hops that happen
during a simulation run. Each hop is characterized by
a time, the initial and final position of the particle (see
previous section for definitions) and its id. In Fig. 3(a) we
show a snapshot of the whole system followed in Fig. 3(b)
by a reduced picture where only particles are shown that
hop at that time step. The comparison highlights the
sparseness of the effective dynamics, showing a reduction
from 50000 to four particles. By merging all hops that
were detected in a time window of 3000τLJ we directly
reveal in Fig. 3(c) the heterogeneous distribution of the
hops and their grouping into clusters. In other words, we
directly show the dynamical heterogeneity in the glass.
A. Statistical properties of hops
A key feature of glasses is their non-equilibrium nature,
giving rise to a continuously slowing structural relaxation
with increasing age. The mean squared displacement ex-
hibits a plateau that indicates the trapping of particles
into local cages (see also inset in Fig. 2), and the length of
the plateau increases with age. This suggests an increas-
ing persistence time in the cage, i.e. the time between
two consecutive hops of the same particle. This aging
is caused by a broad distribution of persistence times
and previous studies have found a power law p(τ) ∝ τµ
with exponent −1 > µ > −2 in simulations of poly-
mer glasses and binary mixtures [23]. In a very recent
study this broad distribution was also found in simula-
tions of a strong glass former [22], although with expo-
nent −0.3 ≥ µ ≥ −1. In Fig. 4 we show the persistence
time distribution for quiescent glasses at three temper-
atures T = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3. We find a power-law behavior
with µ ≃ −1.5 insensitive to the glass temperature, which
agrees well with the previously found value for polymer
glasses of −1.23 [23]. The slightly smaller value is prob-
ably due to the increased sensitivity of our algorithm,
which will increase the likelihood of shorter persistence
times. The shortened tail observed for T = 0.3 indicates
that persistence times in this system are sampled from
a finite distribution and hence the polymer will equili-
brate at long times (see also Ref. [22]). However, since
the turnover happens at times of the order of the total
simulation time, we are still well within the aging regime.
During a hop, the particle moves from one metastable
local configuration to another, i.e., from one cage to the
next. Our algorithm estimates both locations rinit, rfinal
and we can therefore calculate the hop distance
|d| = |rfinal − rinit| . (2)
In the bottom panel of Fig. 4 the distribution of the hop
distance is shown for three temperatures. For each glass,
the main peak is located at
√
pth (the first vertical dashed
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Figure 4. (Color online) Top: Distribution of persistence time
τ of cages at three temperatures. The solid lines indicate
power laws. Bottom: Distribution of hop distances |d|, i.e.,
the distance between old and new cage. Exponential fits are
indicated by the solid lines and the vertical dashed lines in-
dicate
√
pth and 2
√
pth for the respective temperatures; see
legend in top panel. Error bars in both plots are smaller than
the markers and are omitted for visibility.
line), which is the minimal distance that the detection
algorithm sets for the separation of two ideal cages. We
find an exponential decay following the peak, with a tran-
sition to a faster exponential decay at around 2
√
pth. The
transition is expected, because at distances > 2
√
pth it is
possible for the detection algorithm to separate the parti-
cle motion into two hops, if the particle briefly stabilizes
at an intermediate distance. The form of the distribution
is qualitatively unchanged for varying temperatures, sug-
gesting that the hop process is unchanged inside the glass
phase. Indeed, in simulations of a strong glass former [22]
a comparable distribution was found, indicating a similar
role of the hop process.
In Fig. 5 we show the hop frequency of the glass, i.e.
the number of hops per time τLJ . We observe about
six times more hops at T = 0.3 compared to T = 0.2.
Furthermore, we find that the frequency decreases with
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tage
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Figure 5. (Color online) The hop frequency fhop is the number
of hops observed in the whole system per time τLJ . Shown
is the frequency over the duration of the simulation run in a
log-log plot, with solid lines indicating power-law fits.
a weak power law with age. The aging is accelerated
at higher temperatures, which indicates that the phase
space is explored more quickly. Indeed, for the glass clos-
est to the glass transition (T = 0.3), we observe a flat-
tening of the curve, i.e. the simulation reaches timescales
close to the end of the aging regime.
We can further characterize the hop process by calcu-
lating the autocorrelation
Cauto(∆i) =
〈di · di+∆i〉
〈di · di〉 (3)
of the displacement vector d [see Eq. (2)]. The average
in the numerator is taken over all hop-pairs of a particle
with a separation ∆i and the denominator is the vari-
ance of d with zero mean. Simple mean-field trap mod-
els [35] assume a solely temperature driven escape from
the cage, which yields independent hops, and a previ-
ous study indeed found a vanishing autocorrelation after
about two hops [23]. Although the earlier study used a
different hop detection algorithm with lower sensitivity,
our results shown in Fig. 6 principally agree with these
findings. We observe a correlation that decreases below
0.2 after at most seven hops, with a more rapid decline at
higher temperatures. The decay is slower than previously
found, because our algorithm is able to separately pick
up back-and-forth hops of a particle between the same
two cages. We confirm this observation with the auto-
correlation histogram in Fig. 6, where the displacement
vectors were normalized to unit length. This isolates the
directional correlation of the hops and one can clearly see
a pronounced anisotropy. For consecutive hops we find
that angles close to 180 ◦ are clearly favored, indicating
that the particle is more likely to return to the location
where it came from. Furthermore, there is an increased
probability for a following third hop to be in the same di-
rection as the first, indicating a back-and-forth between
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Figure 6. (Color online) Hop displacement autocorrelation for
three glass temperatures (top) at age tage = 10
5τLJ . The his-
togram (bottom) is calculated using normalized displacement
vectors (T = 0.25 and age as above) and reveals an anisotropy
in the direction of consecutive hops. The lines are guides to
the eye.
the two cages. The anisotropy is subdued with increasing
separation of hops and vanishes at ∆i = 5 for a glass at
T = 0.25.
Up to this point our results took advantage of the in-
creased sensitivity and greater number of detected hops.
However, since all particles are tracked, we are able to
directly measure the spatio-temporal correlation of hops
in a 3D glass. In Fig. 7 we present surface plots that vi-
sualize probable temporal and spacial distances between
hops. We calculate the density-density correlation of
hops along the lines of the normalized distinct part of
the van Hove function [36]
Ghopd (r, t) =
1
N ′
〈
δ
(
r − |r(i)init(0)− r(j 6=i)init (t)|
)〉
. (4)
Here the average is taken over all N ′ hop pairs that in-
volve two distinct particles, and using the initial posi-
tions, i.e. the initial cages. Figure 7(a) shows an example
probability distribution. We find a dominating peak at
times close to zero and at a distance ≃ σ, which is caused
by hops in the surrounding shell of particles. The accu-
mulation of near-simultaneous hops is a direct indicator
of the cooperative nature of the hop process. The area
r . 0.7σ and t . 7τLJ is empty, which is an effect of
the excluded volume of the hopping particle at the ori-
gin. A secondary, at least an order of magnitude weaker
peak is located around σ/2 and 10τLJ . It is caused by
particles that hop after having entered the space that
was vacated by the particle at the origin. Our data indi-
cate that aging effects are minimal for the density-density
correlation (not shown). To highlight the dependence on
temperature we partially integrate Eq. (4) from the ori-
gin to the dashed lines, which are chosen such that the
main features are included. In Fig. 7(b) we show the
spatial correlation phopcorr(r) =
∫ 30
0
dtGhopd (r, t) for three
temperatures. One can see that the main features are
found at all temperatures and that an increased temper-
ature weakens the sharpness of the peaks, which is due to
the increased vibrational motion of the particles. Apart
from the first peak at σ/2 (see above), we find peaks at
positions that coincide with the static shell structure of
the glass as indicated by the radial distribution function
(black dashed curve). The splitting of the peak at around
σ is due to the different mean distance between particles
that are neighbors in the same polymer backbone and
particles that are not directly bonded to each other. The
existence of the double peak shows that both pairs take
part in cooperative rearrangements. Figure 7(c) shows
the temporal correlation phopcorr(t) =
∫ 1.5
0 drG
hop
d (r, t). A
sharp decay at small times is followed by a peak at around
9τLJ , which is due to the immediate re-hopping of par-
ticles; the back-and-forth hopping that is also discussed
in connection with the hop autocorrelation (see above).
The position of the peak, i.e. the secondary peak in the
probability density surface is directly linked to the max-
imal resolution of two consecutive hops, which is 7.5τLJ
for the used parameters (see Sec. II). We find only a
very weak temperature dependence in the temporal cor-
relation, suggesting that the fundamental mechanisms of
cooperativity are the same over the temperature range
studied here. Our data also do not show any clear indica-
tion for Poisson processes like those found for supercooled
liquids and granular matter [26, 28]. Based on the sharp
drop following the main peak in the spatial probability
distribution, we infer a correlation range of rcorr = 1.5σ
[Fig. 7(b), vertical dashed line], i.e., the correlation does
not extend beyond the nearest neighbor shell. From the
temporal probability distribution we determine a corre-
lation range of tcorr = 2.5τLJ [Fig. 7(c), vertical dashed
line], which is the time at which the initial peak has de-
cayed to values below the close to constant region after
the second peak. These ranges therefore restrict ”cor-
related” hops to near-simultaneous hops of neighboring
particles, as indicated by the primary peak in the density-
density correlation.
Knowledge of the final position of hopping particles
also allows us to explore the direction of correlated hops.
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Figure 7. (Color online) (a) Probability density surface for spatio-temporal separation of two different hopping particles based
on Eq. (4) for a glass at T = 0.25 and tage = 10
5τLJ . The color scale is logarithmic (scale at the top-right corner) and the
dashed lines indicate integration limits used to calculate the one-dimensional probability functions (b,c). Center plots show
the probability function of (b) separation and (c) time delay between hops for T = 0.2(blue ©), T = 0.25(green ▽), and
T = 0.3(red 3) at the same age. The gray vertical dashed lines in (b,c) illustrate the correlation ranges and the black dashed
curve in (b) indicates the radial distribution function. (d) Probability density surface following Eq. (4) for the same glass as
the left panel, but with r∗ calculated from initial position (at the origin) to the final position of the second particle after the
hop. The color scale is again logarithmic.
The probability distribution surface in Fig. 7(d) shows
a density-density correlation very similar to the one on
the left. Again we use Eq. (4), but the distance is now
calculated between initial cage at the origin and the fi-
nal position of other hopping particles r
(j 6=i)
final. Therefore,
high probability regions indicate where the particles end
up after a correlated hop. By comparing the surfaces,
we find that hops that started in the first shell (the pri-
mary peak in left plot) mostly end at r . σ/2, see the
primary peak in the right plot. Indeed this peak extends
all the way to r ≃ 0, indicating that it is possible for
the cage at the origin to stay largely intact with a new
particle taking the place of the last one. This suggests
the string-like motion that was previously observed in a
binary LJ mixture [14]. We also find a secondary peak
at a distance r ∼ 1.5σ, which suggests that some hops
from the first shell are directed away from the cage at
the origin. Please note that the color scale in the plot
is logarithmic, and that this second hop destination is
at least one order of magnitude less likely than the first
one. The secondary feature in Fig. 7(d) at ∼ 10τLJ is
located around σ, confirming that the accumulation of
hops at this time lag are due to back-hops of particles
that return to the first shell after having hoped into the
vacated volume closer to the center of the cage (origin).
The correlation ranges rcorr = 1.5σ and tcorr = 2.5τLJ
allow us to identify ”cooperatively rearranging” groups
of particles and we perform a cluster analysis to measure
their size. Two particles are in the same cluster if they
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Figure 8. (Color online) Size distribution of cooperatively
rearranging particles. The main panel shows distributions at
six ages for a glass at temperature T = 0.3; see legend in
Fig. 9. The inset shows the size distribution of three glasses
at age tage = 10
5τLJ and temperatures T = 0.2 (blue ©),
0.25 (green ▽), 0.3 (red 3). Both plots have the same axes
ranges, and the solid black lines indicate P (s) ∝ exp (−s).
are closer in space and time than rcorr and tcorr, which
is in close analogy to Candelier et al.’s study [26]. In
Fig. 8 we show the measured cluster size distributions,
which exhibit initial exponential decays with stretched
8tails that approach a power law. In the main panel we
show results for a single temperature and varying age,
and one can see that as the age increases the distribution
flattens and becomes more exponential-like. In an older
glass the hop-activity is reduced (see hop frequency in
Fig. 5), and therefore the constant clustering time (tcorr)
used here results in a lower likelihood of finding larger
clusters with growing age. Varying temperature at the
same age has a similar effect: as temperature increases,
we observe a broadening of the distribution away from
exponential and towards a power-law form.
B. Dynamical heterogeneity and clustering of hops
In previous studies the heterogeneous dynamics in
glasses and supercooled liquids were mainly probed with
four-point correlation functions. A standard approach is
to measure the number of particles that remain approx-
imately stationary as a function of time using overlap
functions [12]. The variance of this quantity over a multi-
tude of independent simulations is the four-point dynam-
ical susceptibility χ4, which exhibits a peak at the time of
maximal dynamical correlation in the system. The peak
height is connected to the number of particles with cor-
related dynamics, and the increase of that height when
approaching the glass transition signifies growing dynam-
ical length scales. With our knowledge of the location
and time of all hops in the system, we can provide a new
perspective on the correlated dynamics. Specifically, we
are able to spatially resolve the clustering of hops, di-
rectly revealing the heterogeneous dynamics, and study
the cluster distribution as a complimentary perspective
to χ4. Here we focus specifically on the aging regime,
for which few studies exist. The results shown below are
calculated from a glass at T = 0.3, yet an equivalent
analysis for T = 0.25 confirms our findings further inside
the aging regime.
In a first step, we calculate the number of particles
that have not hopped directly from the hop data
Ncaged(t, tage) =
N∑
i
bi(t, tage) (5)
where bi(t, tage) = 0 if particle i has hopped in the time
window [tage, tage + t] and bi(t, tage) = 1 otherwise. In
the upper panel of Fig. 9, we show results for six ages.
We employed simulations of N = 5000 particles that
are otherwise equivalent to our usual simulations with
N = 5 · 104 particles. We had to downscale our system,
because converged measurements of χ4 required 300 in-
dependent runs. As mentioned above, the four-point dy-
namical susceptibility is proportional to the variance of
Ncaged [12]
χ4(t, tage) =
βV
N2
(〈N2caged〉 − 〈Ncaged〉2) (6)
and the bottom panel of Fig. 9 shows results for the same
six ages. In an earlier study, Parsaeian and Castillo [18]
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Figure 9. (Color online) The top panel shows the number
of caged, i.e. not yet hopped, particles Ncaged averaged over
independent simulations as a function of time for six glass
ages. The four-point susceptibility χ4 shown in the bottom
panel is calculated from the variance of Ncaged, Eq. (5).
investigated four-point correlations in the aging regime
of a binary LJ glass, and we observe the same main fea-
tures in Fig. 9: a shift of the peak towards larger times
with increasing age and an increase in height, indicating
a larger volume of correlated dynamics.
To obtain a complementary picture of the spatially re-
solved dynamics, we perform a spatial cluster analysis on
the subset of hops in the same time window [tage, tage+t]
that is used for the calculation of Ncaged. We use a stan-
dard single-linkage cluster criterion, i.e., hops i and j are
part of the same cluster, if the distance between the ini-
tial positions is below a threshold
|riinit − rjinit| < rcl .
If a hop k is already in a cluster with i, then hops j
and k will belong to the same cluster even if they don’t
fulfill the above criterion. As a threshold we use the spa-
tial correlation range that is obtained from the density-
density correlation rcl = rcorr = 1.5σ (see previous sec-
tion). As we increase the time window, we include more
hops into the analysis and the clusters grow and merge.
In Fig. 10 we illustrate the observed growth via snap-
shots of an example cluster at increasing time t. The
cluster first consists only of a few hopping particles and
successively grows into an extended structure. The grow
process exhibits periods of near stagnation interrupted
by large bursts which are due to the merging of simulta-
neously existing clusters. The plot in Fig. 10 illustrates
this intermittent growth. It shows the cluster volume of
15 example clusters as a function of time. We define the
volume of a cluster as the total correlated space of all
9Figure 10. (Color online) Snapshots of the growth of a single cluster over time. The particles are visualized at their initial
positions (before the hop) and the coloring indicates depth. The plot on the right shows the cluster volume of 15 example
clusters as a function of time. Examples were recorded at glass age tage = 10
5τLJ .
hops that comprise the cluster
Vcl = ∪iVsp(riinit, rcorr) .
Each hop contributes a spherical volume Vsp with ra-
dius equal to the correlation range rcorr = 1.5σ centered
around the initial position of the particle. In other words,
with each hop we associate the volume of the entire cage
and the cluster volume is the union of all cages that have
rearranged. To calculate this joined volume, we use a
voxel technique, i.e., we partition the simulation box into
small cubes (voxels) and count the number of voxels with
a center closer than rcorr to any hop of a given cluster.
To explore the cluster configurations near the χ4 peak
we calculate the mean volume and number of clusters as
a function of time, and results for six ages are shown in
Fig. 11. In the upper panel one can see that at long times
we observe a single cluster that spans the simulation box,
and its formation is shifted in time with increasing age.
In the inset we show the same data with a time axis that
is rescaled by the time of the χ4 peak, which collapses the
data onto a single master curve. Note that the dominat-
ing cluster emerges just when the four-point susceptibil-
ity reaches its peak. The success of the scaling collapse
indicates that aging merely delays, but does not other-
wise alter the formation of this dominating cluster. The
amount of clusters (bottom panel) peaks at much earlier
times, and the rescaled data in the inset also shows an ap-
proximate collapse with age. Additionally, we find an age
dependence of the peak height, showing that the maximal
number of clusters decreases with increasing age.
To gain a more complete picture of the formed struc-
tures, we also measure the extent of the inactive regions
in the glass where no hops are present. To quantify these
”holes,” we use the voxel partition (see above) and per-
form a nearest neighbor cluster analysis on the subset of
voxels that does not lie inside the volume of any cluster.
In Fig. 12 we show the mean volume of the holes (top
panel) and the number of separate holes (bottom panel)
as a function of time. We find that as the time window
increases, the size of the holes shrinks, which is of course
due to the growing hop clusters. Again, we observe a
shift with glass age towards larger times, and indeed the
inset in the top panel reveals that the break up of the
single dominating inactive region happens just when the
number of clusters is largest (both at ∼ 10−2 in rescaled
time). In analogy, we find that the number of holes Nh is
maximal just when the mean cluster volume diverges and
therefore when χ4 reaches its peak (see rescaled inset in
the bottom panel). The maximum in Nh appears when
the probability of closing a hole by placing a new hop
into the system becomes larger than the probability of
splitting a hole with a new hop. Therefore, the majority
of the inactive regions have shrunk to a size on the order
of a single cage at the time of the χ4-peak. The time of
this crossover shows the same age-dependence as χ4, yet
we also find that the maximal number of holes decreases
with age. The scaling behavior of the hole volumes with
age mirrors the behavior of the cluster volumes, and fur-
ther supports the interpretation that the geometry of DH
is unchanged by aging.
The mean cluster volume already suggests a single,
dominating cluster in the system when χ4 is maximal.
We gain further insight by directly studying the full dis-
tribution of cluster volumes. In Fig. 13 we show its evolu-
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Figure 11. (Color online) Mean cluster volume (top) given as
a fraction of the total simulation box volume and the number
of simultaneous clusters (bottom) as a function of time. Re-
sults for six ages are shown, see legend in Fig. 9. The insets
show data collapse when time is rescaled by the time of the
χ4 peak.
tion for a single glass age, where the distributions for in-
creasing time windows [tage, tage+t] are stacked along the
t axis. One can clearly see how the distribution lengthens
over time until ∼ 103τLJ . At this point (blue to green,
see arrow) the dominating cluster is formed, indicated
by a detached peak at large volume and the successive
shortening of the remaining distribution. The solid black
curve on the floor wall indicates χ4 as a function of time,
and as the large cluster grows, so does χ4. The peak is
reached when the dominating cluster essentially covers
the whole volume. Furthermore, we analyzed the form
of the distributions, which prior to the emergence of the
dominating cluster follow a power law. On the back wall
of Fig. 13 we show an overlay of these early distributions
(see caption) in a single plane. The overlay shows that
the cluster volume distribution lengthens until a power
law with exponent of approximately −2 is reached.
From the snapshots in Fig.10, one can see that the clus-
ters are not compact, but have a complex geometry. In an
earlier study, Parsaeian and Castillo [18] investigated DH
in an aging binary LJ glass using four-point correlators.
By assuming that the height of the χ4 peak was propor-
tional to the correlated volume and using an identified
correlation range ξ, they found a scaling of χpeak4 ∝ ξb
with b = 2.89 ± 0.03. Our access to spatially resolved
clusters allows us to directly calculate their fractal di-
mension and compare to this scaling result. We use the
box counting method [37], in which one covers the cluster
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Figure 12. (Color online) Mean hole volume (top) given as a
fraction of the total simulation box volume and the number
of simultaneous holes (bottom) as a function of time. Results
for six ages are shown, see legend in Fig. 9. The insets show
data collapse when time is rescaled by the time of the χ4 peak.
with successively smaller cubes, counting each time how
many boxes are needed. Here, a cluster is represented
by its correlated volume, i.e., the union of spheres with
radius 1.5σ centered at each hop. The dimensionality of
the cluster is then calculated via power-law fit
Nl ∝ ldf ,
where l is the side length of the cube and Nl the cube
count. In Fig. 14 we show the fractal dimension as a
function of time for six ages. We find a mean fractal
dimension that is stable around 2.88 for short and in-
termediate times and increases to 3 for long times. The
inset shows that this increase happens as χ4 peaks and
from the discussion of the volume distribution above, we
know that the peak is accompanied by the emergence
of a system spanning cluster. Since such a cluster will
have the dimensionality of our simulation box, this in-
crease to df = 3 is not surprising and is clearly a finite
size effect. Therefore, our value of 〈df 〉 = 2.88 agrees re-
markably well with the above mentioned result that was
solely based on four-point correlators.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the microscopic dynamics of a quiescent
3D polymer glass in the aging regime, using a standard
bead-spring model and molecular dynamics techniques.
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Figure 13. (Color online) Collection of cluster volume distri-
butions of a glass at age tage = 10
5τLJ measured at various
times in double-log scale. Each distribution is plotted in the
Vcl-p(Vcl) plane and placed along the t axis according to the
size of the time window used for the cluster analysis. The
back wall shows an overlay of distributions at small times in
a single plane. We include data at times . 103τLJ (up to
and including the second blue distribution, see arrow) and
the same colors as the separate distributions are used to indi-
cate the origin of the data points. The solid line on the back
wall indicates a power law with exponent −2. The black solid
curve on the floor wall indicates χ4 as a function of time.
A refined version of a detection algorithm initially intro-
duced by Candelier et al. [26] was presented. It allowed
us to efficiently measure local relaxation events defined
as particle hops everywhere in the system and on-the-fly
for the full duration of the simulation. An evaluation of
the distribution of persistence times, hop distance, and
hop autocorrelation at three temperatures showed good
agreement with previous studies that used other meth-
ods [22, 23]. Since our algorithm allows hop detection
for the full system, we were able to present a spatio-
temporal density-density correlation between relaxation
events. A strong correlation was observed between near-
simultaneous hops of neighboring particles, which indi-
cates cooperative motion of groups of particles. We esti-
mated correlation ranges and used these to analyze the
size of the collaborative rearrangements as a function of
temperature and age. We found distributions that first
have an exponential shape and then transition over to
a power-law tail that becomes flatter during aging. An
increase in temperature broadened the power law, and
this trend connects well to the power-law distributions
seen by Candelier et al. [26] in agitated granular media,
where a very similar definition for the rearranging groups
was used. An earlier study of a binary LJ-glass in the
aging regime on the other hand showed power-law dis-
tributions [21], both for various temperatures and ages.
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Figure 14. (Color online) Main panel shows the mean fractal
dimension of the hop clusters over time for six ages, see legend
in Fig. 9. The inset shows data collapse when time is rescaled
by the time of the χ4 peak.
We believe that this disagreement is due to the very dif-
ferent hop-time resolution, that was about three orders
of magnitude smaller than what was used in this work.
In the second part of this study, we compared the stan-
dard χ4 measure of dynamical heterogeneity (DH) with
a direct geometric analysis of hop clusters, which gives a
spatially resolved picture to complement the bulk aver-
aged χ4. Our results show that χ4 reaches its peak when
a single dominating cluster is developed that extends
throughout the system and is accompanied by mostly
single-cage-sized pockets of inactive particles. We also
observed a delayed cluster aggregation in older glasses
that mirrored the shift of the χ4 peaks towards larger
times with increasing age. Therefore, the geometric for-
mation of DH is continuously slowed but otherwise un-
changed by physical aging. We furthermore observed in-
creasing χ4 peak heights, which indicate a growing dy-
namical correlation range during aging. Both the shift
of χ4 with increasing age and the increasing χ4 peak
height were also reported by Parsaeian and Castillo [18]
in simulations of a binary LJ mixture. Recently, fur-
ther evidence for growing dynamical correlations was ob-
tained via experimental measurements of the nonlinear
dielectric susceptibility in glycerol by Brun et al. [30].
Parsaeian and Castillo also identified a power-law scal-
ing between an estimated growing correlation range and
the χ4-peak height, which is connected to the total corre-
lated volume. We showed that this scaling is in excellent
agreement with the fractal dimension of the hop clusters.
The mean cluster volume did not directly reveal the ag-
ing correlation range, as it is not proportional to χ4 in
the range of its peak, yet a clear age dependence was ob-
served for the maximal number of clusters and inactive
regions (holes).
The shape of the evolving distribution of hop cluster
volumes could help to understand the somewhat sur-
12
prising success of mean-field models of aging. Despite
the presence of heterogeneous dynamics, aging contin-
uous time random walk descriptions [23] based on the
trap model of aging [35] are very successful in capturing
the evolution of mean squared displacements, dynamical
structure factors and van Hove functions while entirely
neglecting DH. Our measurements of the cluster volume
distribution prior to the merging into a single dominating
cluster (Fig. 13) showed a power-law form with exponent
≤ −2. This observation indicates that fluctuations in the
size of the DH are sufficiently small that average quanti-
ties such as mean cluster size do not behave anomalously.
The tools developed here for the detection of local re-
laxation events with high temporal as well as spatial res-
olution open up new possibilities in the study of glassy
dynamics. Recently, Priezjev [34] investigated the distri-
bution of hops in a cyclically sheared glass with Candelier
et al.’s algorithm and found intermittent bursts of hops
driven by the strain amplitude as well as hop clusters
with increasing size. An interesting avenue of future work
would be to use our improved algorithm to extend the
study of mechanically deformed glasses to larger systems
and to directly measure the full distribution of cluster
sizes.
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